Birble Win

Introduction:
Birble will revolutionize the utility based NFT by providing token
support on multiple blockchains and every person in our ecosystem will
have the opportunity to profit from our platform as well as the
investments made by a TRUE community DAO. Birble means to
provide a safe and secure platform for the average person to invest in
new crypto projects and applications by allowing the community DAO
members to pick the projects Birble invests time and resources in. Birble
will consistently reward account holders through our Stake-To-Win
mechanism regardless of the health status of any Birble related
investments through our rewards pool. Obviously the better Birble
investments do, the more rewarded Birble account holders will be
compensated. Investments in partner projects can NOT be guaranteed,
therefore it is vitally important for users to benefit from our Stake-ToWin mechanism, while waiting to see the outcome of any Birble related
investment. Because of the instability that can arise in investing in new
crypto startups Birble will be instituting a DAO community regulated

vote immediately in order to oversee the investment and expansion to
other projects and blockchains to ensure proper unbiased oversight from
the community. Until the DAO takes control any investment funds
received back to Birble will be re-invested in the investment club project
development pool. Each time Birble expands to a new blockchain, new
smart contracts, tokens and NFTs will be created to facilitate that
particular chain with a max of 500m tokens and 50k NFTs across all 5
blockchains planned out for the next 2 years. Subsequently the
deflationary mechanism will reduce the total supply by 24% on each
corresponding blockchain over the next 2 years to coincide with
development and to help stabilize the price of the Birble token.

What is Birble?
Birble – The first Multi-chain Stake-To-Win
platform with an investment club for higher tier holders (2 Birble NFTs
& a minimum of 20,000 Birble tokens staked at all times for
investment club membership). The first Stake-To-win blockchain
platform will launch on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) in 4 th quarter 2022.
We are providing the newest and safest way to invest in new crypto
projects and be rewarded for doing so regardless of the success of the
project's development. Birble is the 1st investment platform that allows
individuals to invest in upcoming crypto projects across multiple
blockchains with little to NO risk, only rewards! Birble will use its
ecosystem funds controlled and voted by the community DAO in order
to oversee & invest in new crypto startups on each blockchain we launch
our protocol on. All rewards from investment partners will be returned
to the Birble Investment Club minus overhead and expenses to be
distributed fairly amongst the community members (1st year all
investment funds will be reinvested in development pool unless otherwise

vote by DAO).
Because Birble is a “Deflationary” token that institutes a “Burn”
function along with a 5% tax to promote the HODL mentality as well as
providing funding to the ecosystem, Birble will have constant pressure
helping stabilize the longevity of the price.
How Stake-To-Win Works
All you need to take part in Stake-To-Win – just hold more than 1000
$BRBL tokens in your wallet and a Birble NFT in order to validate your
account for that corresponding blockchain during the weekly snap-shot.
Every 7 days the system takes a snapshot of all $BRBL balances at a
random time to produce the rewards list.
Everyone who meets the outlined Tiered criteria (see website for full
details) will get to divide the “Stable Token Reward Fund”, A 1000
participants every 7 days will be randomly selected as winners! 80% of
the reward fund, whatever amount it is will be evenly distributed among
the 1,000 selected participants with 20% going back in development for
the protocol.
Birble NFTs’ are you access pass to our entire ecosystem and are minted
for FREE (applicable gas fees apply). You must own the Birble (BRBL)
Token in order to mint the Birble NFT on any blockchain that contains
our protocol. Every wallet containing at least 1,000 Birble tokens will be
able to mint 1 free NFT and those with 20,000 or more will be able to
mint a second FREE NFT to be part of the investment club. We will
launch the NFT collection just prior to the Stake to win platform going
live. We are aware that not everyone who owns Birble tokens will mint
an NFT while others will be able to mint 2 Birble NFTs, this only
strengthens the reward mechanism for those participating in the StakeTo-Win platform.

The 1st platform to launch will be on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) in the
4th quarter of 2022 and start testing and launching on other EVM
compatible blockchains shortly thereafter.
We will launch phase 2 on Cardano in 2nd Quarter 2023. Therefore, we
will start the fund-raising effort for Cardano in 4th quarter 2022 to have
the greatest probability of ensuring we have the community support
along with qualified developers to build a Haskell version of our
contracts ready for deployment on Cardano in 2023.
The token sale for Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is scheduled for late
October 2022.
Our first series of NFTs on BSC will mint in December 2022 for FREE
to grant access to the platform. The Birble NFT is your access pass to
the entire ecosystem, whether it be the Stake-To-Win platform or the
Birble Investment Club. Stake-To-Win platform requires that the wallet
holder has at least 1,000 Birble tokens and 1 Birble NFT present in their
wallet, whereas the Birble Investment Club requires that the wallet
contain at 20,000 Birble tokens and 2 Birble NFTs.

Burning Mechanism
Every 3,500,000 blocks in Binance Smart Chain 1% will be burned from
the Ecosystem wallet. This action will lead to a decrease in the total
number of $BRBL tokens by 24% in 2 years after the start of the
project. As a result, the total number of tokens in the market will be
reduced greatly. We will replicate this feature across all blockchains that
we launch our protocol on. All actions from the burning mechanism will
be recorded in the archives as well as the monthly audit reports. To learn
more about Burn click here.

Birble Powered Aggregator
Birble has created our own proprietary algorithm that we call the BPA.
Birble Powered Aggregator counts the eligible $BRBL balances and
trading volume from each wallet address. This includes the amount of
tokens you hold in your wallet, the amount of $BRBL you’ve sent in LP
and any transactions of $BRBL. This aggregator works in conjunction
with the Stake-To-Win protocol in order to reward token holders
weekly.
There are also $BRBL Power+ levels, designed to incentivize holding
and trading more $BRBL tokens. We’ve broken those down into Tiers.
The value of every individual ticket (worth 1000 $BRBL) increases as
you level up. See Birble.win for details on current tiers. These tiers can
be increased or decreased by community DAO vote in order to preserve
the intrinsic value of the platform.
Birble Community DAO
The community DAO is scheduled for release in 4th quarter 2022 with
full controlled to assume by community in 1st quarter 2023. All Birble
NFT holders will be considered DAO members and will be entitled to
(1) vote per wallet containing an NFT. Each vote will cost (1) Birble
token in order to process the transaction (your vote) along with
applicable gas fees on the particular chain. The Birble tokens that are
collected during each community vote will be allocated to the ecosystem
and development fund in a 50/50 split. It will take 51% of the total votes
either positive or negative in order to determine a vote. Example if 51%
of the total votes are in the “affirmative” then the vote passes, whereas
51% of the vote that is “negative” will result in the vote failing to pass.
Birble Investment Club
Making it easy to invest in new crypto projects all controlled and
monitored by community DAO. The community will review and vote on

all potential Birble investments to ensure that no bias's corrupt the
investment process.
In order to be part of the Birble Investment Club, you must have 2 Birble
NFTs and at least 20,000 Birble tokens at all times to access the Birble
investment rewards. All NFTs are free to mint (excluding applicable gas
fees) but only those who have 20,000 or more Birble Tokens in their
wallet will be able to mint a 2nd FREE NFT
Why invest with Birble?
1) How to invest with Birble.
All you must do is hold 2 Birble NFTs and at least 20,000 Birble tokens
to validate your Birble Investment Club account, also your Birble tokens
you will still allow you to take part in the Stake-To-Win protocol. The
blockchain you have your tokens and NFT on will have a smart contract
enabled that will do the rest! Through the Birble Aggregator 1k
participants will be rewarded every week, the amount of rewards will be
based on the amount of Birble token holdings in that particular wallet at
the time of the periodic snap-shot.
2) What Birble invests in? |
Birble will use the “Development Fund” from each blockchain in order
to support and launch partner projects on that corresponding blockchain.
In some cases, Birble will take portion of the “Newly Supported
Projects” token or NFT in order to air-drop to existing Birble NFT
holders, along with additional perks that may arise from the investor
relationship (this will all be controlled and determined by community
DAO). Birble will essentially build our own applications and partner
with new & existing crypto projects in order to maximize the return
potential for Birble NFT account holders.
3) How Birble shares with investors.
Birble will reward account holders in many ways:
A) Stake-To-Win reward protocol (weekly rewards).

B) Air-drops of Birble tokens, new partner tokens and NFTs
C) Locked liquidity on various trusted DEXs like PancakeSwap.
D) Any profits derived from partner projects will be distributed through
the DAO to Birble Investment Club accounts.
E) Monthly audits to ensure accountability and transparency.
Birble NFTs
The Birble NFT grants you access to the entire ecosystem and allows
you to take part in any of our Stake-To-Win mechanisms along with any
investment products & rewards that are introduced into the protocol.
The Birble NFT will be available on all five blockchains in time and is
your exclusive access pass to that particular chains ecosystem and all
that it provides through the Birble platform. All though it will be free to
mint the Birble NFTs (excluding applicable gas fees) you will be
required to hold the Birble token to mint the NFT on that corresponding
chain. Each chain will have its own Birble token and NFT along with
accompanying smart contracts.
1st 10k NFT access pass collection launched on BSC
We will launch our first set of NFTs consisting of 10,000 on Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) and will be totally free (minus gas fees) for all
holders of the Birble Token. Each wallet will be able to mint 1 NFT
assuming they have at least 1,000 Birble tokens present in that wallet, as
each wallet acts as its’ own Birble account. Wallet holders that have
20,000 Birble tokens or more will be eligible to mint a second free NFT
granting them access to the Birble Investment Club, this will be a first
come first serve basis. Your NFT automatically entitles you to DAO
rights and allows you to use your Birble tokens in the Stake-To-Win
reward mechanism.

The NFT is required in order to be part of the Birble platform /
Investment club and to access ANY of the reward features like Stake-

To-Win and upcoming investments through the Birble Investment Club.
You also must hold a Birble NFT in order to participate in the DOA and
all associated voting functions of the ecosystem. If you sell or trade your
NFT you will lose access to the Birble platform, although you can still
trade your Birble tokens on the open market.
Preview Style of Birble NFT
Subject to change depending on the artist

Birble Token

Birble tokens will be minted on every blockchain that we launch our
platform on starting with Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and moving on to
others such as: Ethereum, Polygon, Harmony, and Cardano. We will
mint 100 million tokens per chain for a max supply of 500 million and
through our deflationary mechanism that supply will ultimately be
reduced by 24% in the first two years, therefore further increasing the
value of the Birble token and Birble NFT.

Multi-Chain
Birbles main goal is to expand to all blockchains with our Stake-To-Win
application in order to build a community for upcoming crypto projects
in order to reward the original holders with minimal to no risk.
Blockchains we will be expanding to in the immediate future:
Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, Polygon, Cardano, Harmony.

Tokenomics
On Each Blockchain
Birble will create a deflationary token to work with the smart contracts
deployed to that particular chain.
100 Million Birble Tokens created
Token Sale 20%
Liquidity Fund 20%
Marketing Fund 8%
Team & Advisors 8%
Ecosystem Fund 24%

Development Fund 20%

The Funds Raised In Token Sale
Hard Cap Reached
20% 20 million Birble tokens sold at .01 usd / 200k USD Raised
25% Ecosystem Fund
25% Development Fund
5% Marketing
5% DAO Reserves
20% Liquidity
*20% Project Development
Soft Cap Reached
5% 5 million Birble tokens sold at .01 usd / $50,000.00 USD Raised
25% Ecosystem Fund
25% Development Fund
5% Marketing

5% DAO Reserves
20% Liquidity
*20% Project Development
Any tokens NOT sold during token sale from the 20 million allocated
will be returned to the Birble DAO and distributed among community
members and development fund.
We plan to replicate this process across all five chains in the next two
years in order to fund the Birble ecosystem and DAO expansion.
Through our partner bridge the Birble token will be interchangeable with
each Birble token from the other various chains, therefore allowing users
to seamless flow from one blockchain to the next according to the rate of
tokens allocated through the DAO Reserves. The community DAO will
also be responsible for the periodic “Buy Back” of the birble token that
will also further reduce the supply along with the built-in deflationary
model.
We have implemented a 5% transaction fee on the Birble token in order
to help fund the ecosystem and benefit the token holders. This is very
similar to the original “Safemoon Token” just with a much lower tax
and better plan for stabilization and burn rate.
Below you will find a diagram on how the transaction fee (Tax) is
allocated throughout the ecosystem.

Road Map

Developmental Time Line
November 2021
-Birble Formed
-Initial concept of reward-based investing
January 2022
-Begin testing in sandbox environment
March 2022
-War here in Ukraine greatly hindered our work
-Investors withdraw due to economy uncertainty
July 2022
-Resume testing of smart contracts
-Development of Birble aggregator
August 2022
-New team members added
-Continue testing in sandbox
September 2022
-Move testing to BSC Test-net
October 2022
-Move to BSC Main-net
-Token sale
November 2022
-Development of partner monetized social media platform
-Registration on Birble website for DAO members
-Stake-To-Win launches
December 2022
-NFT mint on BSC
-DAO introduction
January 2023
-Testing of Birble Bridge
-Testing of NFT marketplace on BSC

Conclusion
The Birbles’ strategy is simple, launch a Stake-To-Win DAPP across
multiple blockchains in order to better guarantee investor returns and use
development funds controlled by community DAO to invest in new
projects so that it may increase the investor returns and strength the
Birble ecosystem as a whole.
• Birble will set up a grant process to attract new projects &
potential partners.
• The Birble community DAO will oversee all development &
investments through community vote.
• All successful investments through Birble partners & projects will
be even distributed among the DAO (minus expenses & overhead)
• Birble will run monthly audits for community review.
• Birble is completely open-source to encourage others to build with
us and secure investor confidence.
The Birble DAO will always have the option of bringing in paid
investment advisors who specialize in cryptographic technology to help
consult for the fiduciary responsibility of the community. This action
must be voted on through the community DAO by the NFT account
holders on that particular blockchain. Birble will always have the
community at the center of every action that it takes, and we feel that
involvement from the DAO is vital and should be preserved at all costs!

Social Links
https://www.birble.win/
https://twitter.com/birblewin (Main)

https://twitter.com/cryptobossAA (Support)
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100085621089512
https://www.linkedin.com/in/birble-win-3a73a8250/
https://medium.com/@birblewin_1679
https://www.reddit.com/user/Birblewin
https://github.com/Birblewin
https://t.me/birblemain
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5cuUiLDpVIi4tMJuJ1CTxw
Contact Email:
Birblewin@gmail.com
Support@birble.win

